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“Find your passion and take it with you until the end.” 

YD’A



It’s one of the main drama school in Rome. For years, it’s been offering continuous courses to all those 
who love cinema and theater: both to professional actors and those who whish to begin a career as an 

actor. YD’Actors teaching method is simple, unique and innovative: My Act. The courses are customized to fit each student’s needs 
and abilities and shaped to suit different types of creativity and talent of those who choose YD'Actors. 



The idea behind YD’Actors can be expressed in one concept: only if you study hard you’ll go 
far. Many people choose an acting course to overcome their limits, such as shyness, and seek 

to free themselves on stage; some instead have a dream: to become famous movie and theater actors. But there’s 
only one rule for all: you must study, study and study.

Philosophy



The originality of YD’Actors method comes from an evident need: only a customized way of teaching can 
truly valorize the peculiarities of everyone. However, originality is not enough. At YD’Actors we ask for 
passion, work and energy. Professionalism is something that grows slowly, day by day, step by step: one 

lesson after another. Moreover, at YD’Actors we take care of all the details and leave nothing to chance: from texts to costumes, 
interpretations, auditions or engagements. YD’Actors also provides the actors with image management, offering all needed 
tools to valorize and look after it. 

My Act



Once the actors reach professional maturity, we help them to start their career in search of the right au-
dition. YD’Actors agency well knows the characteristics of each student, that’s why it will valorize them at 

best. Moreover, the agency has been created ad hoc for the students and planned to meet the requirements of the inter-
national market. It organizes continuous targeted meetings with international movie industry professionals, such as directors 
and casting directors: a significant advantage for your career..

Agency 



At YD’Actors we also develop specific production projects for the students valorization: from choo-
sing the right role, to the event promotion. To do so, we make use of a network of free independent 

professionals, whose methods are based on creativity and daily experimentation.

Production



YD’Actors courses are divided into four levels: orientation, intermediary, advanced and master. 
Customized courses are made for beginners and professionals. Shifting from one level to another 
is based exclusively on meritocracy. The classes’ structure never changes, the differences of appro-

ach within different levels are due only to actors experience and professional growth. The laboratory is 6 hours per week; the 
regular course is 12 hours per week; the intensive is 24 hours per week. Call us or send us an email if you wish to receive more 
information about our courses.

Courses



Yvonne D'Abbraccio

YD’Actors comes from the talent and passion of Yvonne D’Abbraccio. She was still very young when she entered the world 
of cinema and theater at both the national and international levels, as an actress (Vittorio Caprioli, Treat Williams, Salvatore 
Nocita and others), as well as a producer (Fiori di ictus, by Vincenzo Salemme, Controfigura, different productions for the Fe-
stival of Todi, La Prossima Volta facciamo sul Serio, with Alessandra Di Sanzo and Maurizio Casagrande). Yvonne D’Abbraccio 
is YD’Actors founder and art director.



“Cinema is made of two things: a screen and 
some chairs. The secret is to fill up both.”

Roberto Benigni
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